CLASS OF 2020
Congratulations, Class of 2020! We hope to celebrate in-person with you and your loved ones soon. For now, we take a moment to thank the graduating students who make up your class.

Please note: this yearbook is in process. Email history-admin@berkeley.edu to be added to the yearbook.
Gloria Ashaolu
WWII African-American Female Workers in Richmond Shipyards

Kylie Bazinet
Literary History of Medieval and Viking Age Iceland
Fallon Burner
Language Revitalization in the Wendat Confederacy

Nilsu Yasemin Celikel
The Kurdish Question Post World War I to Treaty of Lausanne
Caitlin Cozine  
*The Impact of the 1906 Earthquake on Chinese-Americans*

Elena Cullen  
*Philippine-American Relations Post-Philippine Independence*
Alessandro DeFonte Weiss
*The Way of The Gods: Imperial Japan and State Shinto*

Daniel Fung Jr
*A Multicultural History of St. Petersburg*
Aidan Guthrie
Greco-Roman Philosophy and Religion

Samantha Hebri
Medical Ethics Within Nazi Concentration Camp Experimentation
Carina Kimlan Hinton
The History of Vietnamese Amerasians in Post-War Vietnam

Geraint Hughes
That his poems will not be Immortal:
The Epigrams of Martial
Dylan Kahler
*Not Inevitable: How the British Failed Palestine*

Kara Kane
*The City of London During the American Revolution*
Clinton Leach
Slavery on Free Soil: California Indians
1850–1863

Lupita Lua Cazares
18th c Witchcraft in Michoacán, México
Emily Maron
U.S. History: Technology and Social Change from 1968-1975

Cian Modena-Hayden
Historiographical Usage of the Pentagon Papers
Jacqueline Moran
Economic and Business History of the United States

Abigail Mullin
Legacies of the Cult of Vesta in Early Christianity
Henry Ortiz
A Dubious Thing: Slave Literacy in the Antebellum Landscape

Jessica Pate
Klan Homemakers: Breeding Bigots
Aidan Pearson
Inciting Memories: The Historical Education of American Children

Carolina Peña
It’s Morphin’ Time: Children’s Television as Advertising
Nicholas Pingitore
Religion and Politics in Early Modern Europe

Alexander Reed
Cultural and Economic History of the Roman Empire
Clavey Ali Robertson
20th Century American Labor History

Daniel Robinson
David Rolph
Jean Paul Marat and the Girondins: Conflict and Power in France’s National Convention, 1792-1793

Nicholas Solaegui
The Death of Japan’s Navy: At the Battle of Leyte Gulf
Daniella Stoltz
Human Rights in Latin America during the Cold War

Sasha Stone-Hickman
Sisterhood of Saving Mother Earth
Bria-Marie Puanani Tennyson  
*Missionary Sons and their American Revolution in Hawaii*

Daniel Werth  
*The Birth of the Socialist-Revolutionary Party and the Shifting Perspectives of the Peasantry, 1891-1902*
Michael Wu  
*An Eagle Teaching a Pheasant: Japanese Military Jets*

Elaine Yeo  
*To Act or Not to Act: British Agency in the 1970s in Promoting Sino-British Relations*
Olivia Young

Of Weapons and Wildlife: The Transformation of the RMA

Vanessa Zermeno
Zixu Zhao
Globalization of Anime: The Impacts of Information and Communications Technology on the Japanese Animation Industry
CAMPUS MEMORIES
Clockwise from Top Left: Elaine Yeo; Caitlin Cozine; Carina Hinton
Top to Bottom: Bria Tennyson and Waldo Martin; Vanessa Zerme-no
Clockwise from L to R: Vanessa Zermeno; Elena Cullen; Nicholas Solaegui
Clockwise, L to R; TheIndigenousAndNativeCoalitionAtCalandBrianTennyson; Vanessa Zermano
Clockwise, L to R: Alex Reed and Nick Pingitore; Geraint Hughes; Class with Waldo Martin, by Bria Tennyson
Clockwise L to R: Jessica Pate and family; Caitlin Co-zine; Kara Kane
L to R:
Caitlin Cozine; Nicholas Solae-gui
Congratulations, Class of 2020! Please stay in touch, and we hope to see you again soon!